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+32476514486 - https://www.restaurant-papinglo.be/

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Papinglo from Maldegem. Currently, there are 17 courses
and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Papinglo:
By the choice of various appetizers, main dishes and desserts, everyone finds a way, the dishes are well

presented and tasty. Maybe a little more attention to the desired brat at the flesh, huh? The restaurant is an extra
trophy for the hotel cleythil, but because it's not directly at the hotel border on a cold winter night is

recommended a warm coat because it's a little walk anyway. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility
to sit outside and eat in nice weather, and there is no-charge WiFi. The premises on site are accessible, and
therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. A visit to Papinglo becomes

even more rewarding due to the comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties, Particularly the
unimaginable combinations of various ingredients offer the customers an unforgettable taste experience of this

successful fusion cuisine. You have the option to, after the meal (or during it), still relax at the bar with an
alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, The inventive fusion of different meals with fresh and partially daring

ingredients is highly valued by the customers - a nice example of Asian Fusion.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�
MAYO

Desser�
SORBET

Antipast� - starter�
CARPACCIO

Steak�
RIBEYE STEAK

Digestiv� - Digestif�
LIMONCELLO

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

MEAT

CHEESE

PORK MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

FISH

ICE CREAM

DESSERTS
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 06:30 -21:30
Thursday 06:30 -21:30
Friday 12:00-14:00 18:30-21:30
Saturday 06:30 -21:30
Monday 06:30 -21:30
Tuesday 06:30 -21:30
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